Abstract-In this paper, we propose a new approach for automatic image annotation (AIA) in order to automatically and efficiently assign linguistic concepts to visual data such as digital images, based on both numeric and semantic features. The presented method first computes multi-layered active contours. The first-layer active contour corresponds to the main object or foreground, while the next-layers active contours delineate the object's subparts. Then, visual features are extracted within the regions segmented by these active contours and are mapped into semantic notions. Next, decision trees are trained based on these attributes, and the image is semantically annotated using the resulting decision rules. Experiments carried out on several standards datasets have demonstrated the reliability and the computational effectiveness of our AIA system.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing amount of available visual digital data, labeling [21] or searching [24] for an image remains a challenging task, not only because it necessitates a computationally efficient management of image storage and indexing processes, but also it requires the investigation of the semantic gap, i.e. the difference between the visual image representation and its linguistic description.
For this purpose, several image retrieval (IR) techniques have been developed in the literature. In the tag-based retrieval approach, images are retrieved on the basis of the textual information which has been beforehand manually associated to the images, whereas in the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) method, images are retrieved on the basis of low-level visual information automatically extracted from the images [1] .
In this work, we focus on the most recent approach called Automatic Image Annotation (AIA), whose main steps are the automatic extraction of visual features from images and their automatic, semantic labeling. This latter step usually requires a training to learn the semantic concepts from image samples and to use these concepts to label new images. Thus, these images, which are automatically annotated with semantic labels, can be retrieved by users providing keywords such as in the tag-based retrieval approach rather than a query image as it is the case for CBIR. Hence, AIA combines the advantages of both tag-based and content-based image retrieval approaches.
Whereas most of the image annotation approaches are still manual [6] for both object delineation and labeling such as LabelMe [27] , some automatic image annotation techniques have been recently developed [32] .
AIA systems mainly use graph-based algorithms, e.g. Normalized cut (N-cut) [29] or region growing methods [5] , as segmentation methods. In general, these approaches are appropriate for segmenting background objects, but not a main object itself, since they usually tend to oversegment the studied image. This results in the loss of the main object's entirety and in a mix of foreground's parts with the background ones. Hence, the features extracted from these resulting regions are not specific enough to characterize the main object. The active contour approach [10] does not present this drawback as it delineates the boundaries of the entire object. However, active contours have been used up to now only for semi-automatic graphic annotation processes [8] , [17] , [9] , thus not providing fully automatic graphic nor semantic annotations, as these specific implementations found in the literature present weaknesses in presence of noise and do not offer any semantic computational framework.
In AIA, the semantic labeling of images usually implies the use of classifiers such as artificial neural network (ANN) [25] , [11] , or support vector machine (SVM) [4] , [8] , but these methods require computationally expensive training. Decision trees (DT) have been proven to be much faster and allow both categorical and numerical values [18] . The classification could thus rely on semantic rules and visual features.
In this paper, we propose a new fully automatic image annotation method based on efficiently implemented active contours and decision trees. Hence, our approach consists of the automatic recursive image segmentation in multiple layers using multi-feature active contours and the automatic semantic labeling of the image based on decision trees.
While being an unsupervised segmentation technique, the multi-layered multi-feature active contour approach does not 202 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org use any prior knowledge about the foreground unlike topdown segmentation methods [2] and reaches a semantically coherent segmentation of the objects more accurately than the bottom-up segmentation techniques [28] and faster than the combined ones [13] , [14] or [12] .
On the other hand, our segmentation method also provides the background region. However, in this work, we only exploit the information about the main object and its subparts, in order to process the training of the corresponding decision trees and the automatic labeling of the dataset images in a more computational efficiently way than background-based systems like [8] .
AIA approaches consider usually that the main object is in the center part of the image [11] or constitutes the largest region of the image [25] . Because of these constraining assumptions on the position or importance of the main object, these systems cannot classify nor annotate an image properly if the object appears in another part of the image. This is not the case for the adopted multi-feature active contour approach which allows the detection of any object in any part of the image [19] , [22] .
Moreover, when compared to [7] , our multi-layered multifeature active contour method provides not only semantically coherent objects but also a semantically meaningful sub-object decomposition without any training.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
 the use of active contours into a computationally efficient, full AIA system;  the introduction of multi-layered active contours based on the robust and effective multi-feature active contours, in order (i) to precisely and automatically segment the image into background and semantically meaningful foreground regions and (ii) to extract coherent and semantically meaningful sub-regions of the extracted main object;
 the proposed architecture of the novel automatic image annotation process involving decision trees relying on hierarchic, semantic attributes derived from multi-stage visual features, which ones have been extracted from the image regions segmented by the corresponding multi-layered multi-feature active contours.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we present our Automatic Image Annotation (AIA) approach based on the unsupervised, semantic labeling of an image under investigation, given visual features of objects extracted from the segmented image by means of multi-layer active contours and given trained decision trees. The resulting annotation system has been successfully tested on a challenging database containing real-world images with very close semantic classes as reported and discussed in Section III. Conclusions are drawn up in Section IV.
II. OUR PROPOSED ANNOTATION SYSTEM
In this section, we describe our AIA system illustrated in Fig. 1 , which performs both the automatic visual segmentation of the image and its automatic semantic annotation. The main steps of the process are the multi-layered partition of the image in terms of background, foreground and foreground´s semantically meaningful sub-regions (Section II.A), the extraction of the corresponding metric features from these delineated regions as well as the definition of the semantic attributes based on the visual features (Section II.B), and the 
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A. Multi-Layered Multi-Feature Active Contours
Active contours [10] are deformable two-dimensional closed curves that evolve in the image plane from a given initial position to the foreground boundaries characterizing thus the shape and the position of the object of interest.
In this work, we have chosen multi-feature active contours [19] to segment images in order to provide visual information to the system. Multi-feature active contours are particularly suitable for image annotations, since they can precisely segment images in semantically meaningful parts. Indeed, they could extract main object(s) entirely and very efficiently as illustrated in Figs. 2(c)-(d). It is worth to note that this is not the case of most of the state-of-art segmentation methods such as N-cut [29] , [3] or edge detection [31] , which usually suffer from over-segmentation and do not necessarily grasp the objects of interest as shown in Figs. 2 (a)-(b) , respectively.
Other major advantages of multi-feature active contours [19] are as follows:
 they use both region-based and edge-based image representation;
 they combine the positive properties of bottom-up and top-down approaches, whereas do not require any prior knowledge, in order to not constrain the contour evolution, leading to the accurate delineation of main objects with highly varying shape and appearance;
 they are robust towards noise, clutter, and complex backgrounds.
Multi-feature active contour representation consists in a parametric plane curve modeled by a BSpline formalism, while its evolution is guided by internal forces (α: elasticity, β: rigidity) described by the curve´s mechanical properties and the external force Ξ resulting from multiple characteristics of the image under study, computed by the dynamic equation as follows:

The external force Ξ based on the Multi-Feature Vector Flow (MFVF) [19] has a large capture range as well as a bidirectional convergence and owns additional capacities related to the properties of the extracted features. Equation (1) sets the general framework of the multi-feature active contours, allowing the use of an extensible number of different features describing the shape and appearance of the objects of interest [19] .
Multi-layered multi-feature active contours segment an image I into several parts or equivalently in l + i layers, namely, the background (i = 0), the foreground (i = 1) and the foreground sub-regions (i = 2). The segmentation is recursively performed by applying ith-times multi-feature active contours. In the first step, the multi-layered multifeature active contours divide the image into background/foreground such as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) . The background corresponds to the layer l, while the main object or foreground F l+1 lies in the layer l + 1 shown in Fig. 3 (b) . In the second step, the foreground is segmented again using the multi-layered multi-feature active contours as depicted in Fig. 3 (c) . It results in s sub-regions or sub-parts of the main object F l+2,1 , ... F l+2,s , with Fl+i = Fj=1,. ..,s Fl+i,j (i, j 2 N).
Figure 3 (d) shows F l+2,1 which is semantically meaningful. This process of image partition leads to the delineation of coherent objects, allowing efficient foreground labeling and automatic image annotation as described in the next sections.
B. Feature Extraction and Analysis
Each region Fl+i,j segmented by the active contours at the layer i could be characterized by metric features such as their mean color values in the RGB color space. However, humans use semantic concepts to identify and describe colors [16] . Hence, we adopt both numeric features directly extracted from the image such as Region_Average_Color and semantic features like Region_Color_Name mapped from the visual features as described in [20] .
Unlike [30] or [8] , texture features are not considered in our work in order to allow our automatic system to annotate low-resolution and noisy images as well.
Geometric properties of the delineated regions could be described with notions such as Region_Center_of_Gravity, Region_Shape = {oval, rectangular, triangular}, and Region_Area. Indeed, linguistic concepts have been proven to complement well visual information in the process of scene understanding [23] .
C. Decision Trees (DT)
Decision trees (DTs) [26] , [15] are a form of multiple variable analysis based on multi-level decisions which split data into a hierarchy of branches that produce the characteristic inverted tree shape. Each segment or branch is called a node. Each node could be of two types, namely, internal node and terminal node also called leaf. Each internal node corresponds to a decision governed by an attribute dividing the data samples the most effectively. Each leaf represents the outcome of the data samples that follow the path from the root (top node) of the tree to the corresponding leaf. The leaves have mutually exclusive assignment rules, and thus, they can be expressed with unique if − then rules, called decision rules, which are interpretable semantically.
In fact, each data sample is represented by a vector of attributes and its associated values. The discovery of the decision rules to create the branches underneath the root node is based on the extraction of the relationship between the input attributes of the samples and the outcomes. The standard DT process implies that each sample has only one possible outcome, i.e. belongs to a single class.
A DT is trained using a set of labeled samples. During the training phase, a DT is built by recursively dividing the training samples into non-overlapping sets. Every time the samples are divided, the attribute used for the division is discarded. The procedure continues until all samples of a same class reach the tree's maximum depth when no attribute remains to separate them.
The classification of new samples is done by performing a sequence of tests. Hence, during the testing phase, the DT is traversed from the root to a leaf node using the attribute values of each new sample. The decision of the sample is the outcome of the leaf node where the sample reaches.
Compared to other machine learning methods such as support vector machine (SVM) such as in [8] or Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) used in [25] , DT is naturally interpretable in human language, is fast, and its learning requires only a small numbers of samples. Moreover, DT is robust for incomplete and noisy data and handles both semantic and numeric values.
In this work, we used several decision trees to achieve the goal of automatically annotating images. Our approach consists in using semantic decision rules to classify the images into classes based on their semantic attributes, which were defined using trained decision trees involving both semantic and visual features. Hence, decision trees are first induced in order to define keywords based on numeric visual features and semantic features introduced in Section II.B. Next, higher semantic level decision trees are built to classify the images into the classes based on these natural-language keywords. (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 4, No. 8, 2013 205 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org
As an example, we use a dataset with 'water sport' images that should be automatically annotated. More information about this dataset are provided in Section III.
For this purpose, we consider at first the definition of keywords such as 'board', 'boat', 'paddle', and 'sail' based on the extracted visual features from the regions delineated by multi-layer active contours. The corresponding induced decision rules are as follows:  with M and N, the width and the height of the image under investigation, respectively. Next, we classify the 'water sport' images of the dataset into four classes (Fig. 4) , namely, 'rowing', 'sailing', 'surfing', and 'windsurfing', which are semantically closely related, by inducing a decision tree whose leaf nodes can be expressed with unique if − then semantic rules as follows: (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 4, No. 8, 2013 206 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org Some samples of automatically annotated images with our approach are presented in Fig. 7 . More results are discussed in Section III.
III. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
In order to test our segmentation and labeling approach for the automatic image annotation application, we have built a database called 'water sport image dataset' based on two standards datasets, namely, Berkeley Image dataset and Vitterbi USC-SIPI image database that we have merged and enhanced with Google-retrieved images in order to obtain a broad domain of images suitable for public applications involving image annotation. Berkeley Image dataset contains images in jpeg format with a resolution of 321x481, while Vitterbi USC-SIPI image database is a collection of digitized images in tiff format with an average size of 512x512.
Hence, the 'water sport image dataset' groups together 3148 images of 4 types of common outdoor water sports, namely, 'rowing', 'sailing', 'surfing', and 'windsurfing', with a resolution ranging from 320x433 pixels to 1280x650 pixels and in different image format such as tiff, jpeg, or png. Each category contains from 600 to 800 images. Some samples of our database are displayed in Fig. 4 .
This dataset presents challenges of scale, pose and light variations as well as shadow effect and noise due to the water element. In this way, the images of our database have different size and resolution as well as large inter-class similarities, e.g. both windsurfing and surfing sports involve the use of a board, and intra-class variations, e.g. the water color could vary from light blue (Fig. 4 (a) ) to dark blue (Figs. 4 (b)-(c) ) or even be white (Fig. 4 (d) ). Hence, the difficulty of the image segmentation, classification, and annotation in this dataset is very high.
All the experiments have been performed on a commercial computer with a processor Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T9300 2.50 GHz, 2 Gb RAM and using MatLab (Mathworks, Inc.) software.
To assess the accuracy of our AIA system, we adopt the standard criterion as follows:  with TP, true positive, TN, true negative, FP, false positive, and FN, false negative.
In the first carried-out experiment, we aim to assess the importance of the precise and semantically meaningful segmentation of the image on the resulting semantic annotation of the image. Thus, the images are segmented using different approaches as presented in Fig. 2 . We can observe that if the image is segmented using N-cut or edge detector techniques (Figs. 2 (a)-(b) ), it results in semantically incoherent foreground objects. These resulting, meaningless visual information prevent the labeling system to process properly. Hence, a bad segmentation of the image leads to the misclassification of this image, and thus to its incorrect annotation. In the opposite case, when applying our multilayer multi-feature active contour approach (Figs. 2 (c)-(d) ), the segmentation is accurate and provides semantically meaningful foregrounds such as illustrated in Figs. 5 (a)-(d) . In this case, the image labeling is performed well, leading to the hierarchical categorization of the images, with a computational time in the range of few ms (Figs. 7 (a)-(d) ).
In the second experiment, we assess the influence of the number of layers on the classification accuracy. Images in all the dataset are first segmented by first-layer active contours, and in a second batch, by second-layer multi-layer active contours. The resulting confusion matrices are presented in Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b) , respectively. It results that more layers have the active contours, better is the image classification, thus the precision of the image annotation. Indeed, at each layer, visual and semantic information are gathered in smaller and more meaningful regions. Thus, the extracted features could be more precisely mapped into Vol. 4, No. 8, 2013 207 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org linguistic notions, based on which decisions are made, leading to more reliable annotations.
The mean average accuracy reached by our AIA system is 95%. Compared to other approaches, little are automatic in the literature. We can note that [15] achieves 73% of accuracy, however it uses very distant categories. On the other hand, the technique presented in [11] is 84% accurate, but it involves constraining assumptions, e.g. only the center of the image is studied, and thus it is not processing data with foregrounds not in the middle of images. Hence, performance of our fully automatic image annotation method are better than those of the state-of-the-art ones, while our dataset is challenging as it contains closely-related classes and foregrounds not in the center of the images (Figs. 5 (b),(d) ) and distracted by noise and/or shadows caused by the water element (Figs. 5 (a)-(d) ).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose (a) original multi-layer active contours segmenting the image into semantically meaningful objects and sub-objects and (b) new unsupervised semantic labeling technique based on trained decision trees relying on both numeric and linguistic concepts. Thus, the novel fully automatic image annotation method based on (a) and (b) is performed by using semantic knowledge and visual content analysis together and is efficient in terms of precision, while being compatible with online applications.
